derek beaulieu's six books of poetry and conceptual writing all engage with textual production and the way that composition informs comprehension. His first book, with wax, was published by Coach House Books in 2003, and was followed-up by fragments from the frog pool: haiku after basho (Mercury Press, 2005) co-written with Gary Barwin and fractal economies (talonbooks, 2006). His most recent books are chains (Paper kite press, 2008) a collection of non-semantic lettraset-based concrete poetry, the conceptual novel flatland: a romance of many dimensions was published in 2007 in a limited edition by Simon Morris's acclaimed press information as material (York, UK), and a second conceptual novel, Local Colour (Finland), that appeared in 2008. beaulieu lives in Calgary where he is a sessional instructor at the University of Calgary.

above/ground press chapbook subscriptions—2009 now available; $40 per calendar year for chapbooks, asides, broadsheets + The Peter F. Yacht Club (while supplies last; outside Canada, $40 US). Current & forthcoming publications by Margaret Christakos, rob mclennan, Jennifer Mulligan, Rhonda Douglas, Amanda Earl, Marcus McCann, William Hawkins, Andy Weaver, Gregory Betts, Jesse Ferguson, Christine Stewart, Nicholas Lea, Lea Graham, Max Middle, Jessica Smith, Kate Greenstreet, George Bowering, Stephanie Bolster, Stan Rogal, Karen Clavelle, Barry McKinnon, Wanda O'Connor, Gil McElroy, Monty Reid + others. Payable to rob mclennan, c/o 858 Somerset Street West, main floor, Ottawa ON K1R 6R7. to be on-elist for above/ground press &/or various Ottawa-area literary events, write a-z21@freenet.carleton.ca / recent titles at the new www.abovegroundpress.blogspot.com
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